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Abstract. Quatemaary formations in western Rajasthan are of fluvial, loeustrinal
and aeolian origins. Fossil gravel ridge of Jayal in Nagaur District is one of the
earliest quaternary formations so far recorded in the region. A rich lower palaeolithie habitation-cure-workshop site has boon discovered in association with the
gravel ridge. Multiple evidence for clirnatie change in the area during the quaternary period is discussed.
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I.

Introduction

F e a r o f the onset o f the Ice Ages is perhaps behind the recent efforts o f the national
science academies o f variou s advanced nations to take stock o f the climatic change
- - b o t h in short and long term perspe:tives (Beltzner 1976; A n o n 1975, 1976).

A byproduct of these endeavours is a fairly detailed global palaeoclimatic curve
for the quaternary period. Though global trends are fairly definitive,one has yet
to document such trends on a sub.continental scale, especially in tropical and subtropical areas.
Towards this end we have been working in two main areas:0) Kashmir region;
and (ii) Rajasthan. In Kashmir we have a unique record of ca 3000 m deep sediments (Bhatt 1977) of a Plio-PIeistocene lake. Preliminary results of our multidisciplinary surveys and analyses seem to follow the same climatic trends as in
Rajasthan (Agrawal 1978a).
W e briefly review here the previous work in Rajasthan and present our observations and data.
Euvironrnental changes can be caused by climatic, anthropogenic and tectonic
factors.

Tectonics b.as played a vital role in the past in the vagrancy of the
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Ghaggar, the Chautang, the Safluj and the Yamuna. These changes in the palacedrainage patterns of Rajasthan have vitally affected the protohistoric cultures in
the area. Rlsewhere we have worked out a detailed history of the changing loyalties of the rivers of northern R.ajasthan based on landsat imageries and field data
(Yash Pal et al 1979).
Since 1950 considerable research has been carried out in northern and western
Rajasthan to determine the pattern of human colonisation and the evolution of the
ertvironment during the prehistoric period. Exploration by Ghosh (1952)in
the dried-up Ghaggar valley revealed extensive human occupation of the valley
by the Itarappan, the Painted Grey Ware and the Rangmahal culture peoples
Subsequentlt, large sca!e excavations at Kalibangan by the Archaeological Survey
of India (Lal 1962) brought to ligttt a large pre-Harappan and Harappan township
at this site. Between 1958 and 1967 biisra's exploration in Rajasthan revealed
extensively distributed cultural remains (Misra 1962 and t977). Excavation on
a low dune near Tilwara (25 ~ 52' N., 72~ 50' E) (figure 1) exposed a large Mesolithie settlement (Misra 1971). The Luni and its tributaries were perennial rivers
and subsequently their courses were choked by aeolian sand which also covered a
large area of the alluvial plain, indicating onset of an arid p~ase (Singll and
Ghose 1977).
The palaeo:limatie interpretations were so far based on somewhat controversial
geological and geomorp/aologieal data. Palynological and geochronological studies
on the lake sediments from the Sambhar, the Didwana and the Lunkaransar gave
a now dimension to the problem of ctimatic changes in the semi-arid and arid parts
of western Rajasthan (Singh et al 1972). According to these investigations the
major plxase of aridity ended by about 10,000 years B.P. and the post-glacial period
experienced amelioration in climatic conditions. The most important contribution
of Singh and co-workers has been to establish humid climatic conditions during
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Figure 1. General map of Rajasthan showing the main sites mentioned in the text.
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ca 3000 B.C.-1800 B.C. Vishnu Mittre (1974), on the other hand, has challenged

Singh's climatic interpretation based on poUen diagrams.
AUchin et al (1978) carried out further studie3 in the area, with main focus on
the freshwater lake at Budha Pushkar and the dunes surrounding it, and extending partly westward into the desert around Jaisalmer and eastward to the Benara
dunes near Jaipur. They have reported scanty remains of the Lower Palaeolithic
occupation at the Hokra near Budha Pushkar, and the Middle and the Upper
Palaeolithic and the Mesolithic industries on the Budha Pushkar dunes. They also
found evidence of the Middle Palaeolithic occupation in the interior of the desert
around Jaisalmer and of the Mesolithic at Benara. On the basis of geomorphological, sedimentological and pedological data they have reconstructed a detailed
sequence of climatic changes in western Rajasthan and Gujarat during the Upper
Pleistocene (Allchin et al 1978).

2.

Our aims

The present paper sumrnarises the available data obtained by the joint project
between Poona University, Deccan CoUege and the Physical Research Laboratory
which had the following aims in view :
(i) To carry out an intensive multidisciplinary survey, sample collection and
analyses covering the whole of Rajasthan for palaeoclimatic and prehistorical
investigations; (ii) to carry out excavations of Stone Age sites to unravel the settlement patterns and technology of the period; (iii) to work out a chronology of
palaeoclimatic and prehistoric events.
Three seasons of feld-work in an area roughly forming a triangle touching Abu
Road in the south, Didwana in the east and Bap in the west has resulted in the dis.
eovery of a large number of Palaeolithie and Mesolithie sites of the region. Analyses of sediments and soils are in progress. A number of 14C dates on ealiche
sample have been obtained (table 1).
3.

Pushkar area

At Budl~a Pashkar (figure 1) samples were collected by digging trenches from a
calcified yellowish dune (site A) and a red dune (site ]3) east of the channel (gulley).
A red dune exposure (site C) at the base of the hill was also sampled by scrapping.
A consistently alkaline character of the red dune samples provides a note of caution (table 2 and figure 2) against their identification as rotlehm soils. Humus
shows a relative increase only between 40-100 cm depth, though in absolute quantities it is as poor as in the unstabilised dunes. Free iron oxides also are relatively
poor, though fairly higher compared to the yellowish dune (site A).
A 3 m deep trench was dug at site A at Budha Pushkar (figure 1). This is the
yellowish sand site which apparently overlies the red sand dune and has developed
a calcified crust (CaCO3) on the top. As one goes down in the section, one
encounters three levels of root-cast formations. Representative samples from this
profile were dated (table 1). The deeper samples (PRL--565 to -570) show younger
ages due to contamination. The t4C dates from the top crust, representing the
stabilisation of the yellowish dunes, give ca 6000 B.P. (PRL-562, -563 and -564).
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Table 1. 14C dates from Budha Pushkar and $hergard.

Sample
No.

Location
dune
site A

Dopth
BS
(m)

Material

~4C age in years B.P.
(~'1/~ = 5730yrs)

Site : Budha Pushkar

PRL-562
PKL-563
PKL-564
PgL-565
PRL-566
PRJ.,-567
PKL--568
PRJ.,-569
PILL--570

Trench
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

Surface
0.2
1.0
1-1.5
1.5-1.75
1.75-2' 00
2" 25-2" 75
1" 5-2" 5
1" 5

C,aliche
,,
,,
,,
,,
))

Root casts
Caliche
,,

5030 4-170
64904-140
6200 4-170
35204-230
37104-160
2980 4-100
45504-150
38904-150
42804-110

SiW : Shergard Trl-Junetion

0.7

,,

PRI.,-575

Exposed
section
,,

2" 5-2" 6

,,

PRL-576

,,

2" 8-3" 0

,,

PKL--577

;,

3" 28-3.6

,,

P1~.,--574

22550+560
-520
31910q-2930
-2160
34200-k2080
--1660
37380+4840
-3030

The dates from Shergarh tri-junction (table 1) are internally consistent. The
whole profile shows a consistent intergradadon o f coUuvium (rich in rhyolite and
kankar) with aeolian sand. The four dates from depths o f 0.7 to 3 . 7 m range
f r o m 23,000 to 38,000 years. The profile does not show any deep weathering,
though the inter-bedding o f aeolian sand and colluvial wash, suggesting fluctuations in precipitation which could be episodic or long term.
A typical 1 m column o f the Shergarh profile was subjected to qualitative mineralogic analyses. The light fraction is dominated by quartz, partially weathered
sodic feldspar, unweathered microcline and cryptocrystalline silica grains (derived
from rhyolite). The dark fraction comprises chlorite, epidote and slightly weathered
biotite.
Our data and also the work reported by Vvrstappan (1970), Singh et al (1974)
Allchin et al (1978) and others (AgrawaI and Pande 1977), indicate that the
region underwent climatic changes during the late quaternary. The question is:
were these changes drastic o r minor ? During our extensive surveys we did not
come across evidence o f any intense weathering o f any sediment, nor meet with
anything equivalent o f a rotlehm soil, as suggested by earlier workers (Allchin
et al 1978). Even at Budlla Pushkar, the red dune is alkaline (pH ~ 8), with very
little o f organic carbon (table 2; figure 2). A t Shergarh which is further west
and therefor0 more arid, we encountered a sort o f an alternation between sand
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Table 2. Characteristics of the red dune sediments at Budha Pushkar.

Depth
BS (cm)

Sample
No.

Colour

Reaction to
acid

1 : 2 pH

1 : 2 EC
(mhos/cm)

Total
humus

Free iron
as FeaO,

(*A>

(~

$ite-C
0-30

1

7" 5YR5/6D
7" 5YK4/4M

80-100 10YKS/4D

2

10YK4/4M
3

Nil

8" 25

100

0' 05

0" 60

Very slight
loealised

8.45

73

0.05

0"25

8"50

64

0"03

0"21

120-140

10YK6/4D
10YK5/4M

180-190

10Y'R6/4D
10YRS/4M

Nil

8.15

28

0.03

0.15

0-30

10YK6/4D

Nil

7.75

25

0"07

0"46

10YKS/4D
10YK4/4M

Very slight

8- 45

69

0" 10

0" 30

80-100 10YK6/4D
IOYRS/4M

Very slight
localised

8.45

60

0-09

026

8.50

74

0 03

0"22

do.

Site-B
5

10YK514M
40-60

150-170

10YR6/4D
10YK5/4M

do.
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Figure 2. Curves showing the behaviour of pH, EC, humus and free iron values
in the depth profile of Budha Pushkar dunes.
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deposition (aeolian ?) and colluvial (fluvial ?) conditions. But the mineralogical
composition does not indicate any significant weathering nor pedogenesis at Shergarh. Another site, Jayai, which is also reported below, was therefore chosen
for bettor resolution of climatic changes.
Th0 problem of dating these events continues. Neither the Malhar Rann nor
the red dune samples contained sufficient organic carbon for 14C dating, all available dates are based on kartkar/caliche and are of limited reliability.
In their recent monograph, Allchin et a/(1978) have used archaeological evidence for dating the yellowish and red dune phases. This poses few problems.
Firstly, the Middle Palaeolithic industry in India starts before 40,000 B.P. and
appears to continue upto 15,000 B.P. or so (Agrawal et al 1975). Secondly, the
archaeological evidence appears inadequate to us: no pure early palaeolithic sites
could be located by us in that region and whatever middle palaoolithic sites were
explored by us, invariably had a microlithic element. Of course, pure microlithisites are aplenty. Thirdly, in our trenches at Budha Pushkar, so far we did not
come across any tools from the make-up of the d u n e s ~ either yellow or red.
Fourthly, 14C dates (table 1) suggest stabilisation of theyollow dunes around midHolocone times. So the aridity, which started from the Late Pleistocene or Early
Holocene times, terminates latest by mid-Holocene. This is in conformity with
the global trend of warmer/wetter periods between ca 6400-3400 B.P. (van Zeist
and Woldring 1978 for Turkey); contraction of glaciers between ca 5000-3000 B.P.
(BIAS 1975, for Alaskan glaciers), and pollen evidence from the Rajasthan salt
lakes which indicates a wetter period between ca 5000-3500 B.P. (Singh et al 1974).

4. Geographical setting and quaternary formations around Jayal
Jayal (74 ~ 11' E., 27 ~ 13' N.), situated 52km east of Nagaur (figure 3) can be
classified as semi-arid (Thornthwaite 1948) and at present receives rainfall of about
350 mm per annum between July and October, mostly from southwest monsoons.
Winter temperatures go as low as 4 ~ C during January and February. Summer
temperatures during the months of April, May and June generally shoot up to
40~ to 45 ~ C. It is during these hot months that wind activity is persistently
strong.
The most conspicuous relief feature of the area is the gravel ridge, locally known
as magra. It is 40-70 m high above the plain of Jayal and runs north-east to
south-west for about 14 km from Kathoti to Chhajoli. Another part of it extends
for about 10 km in north-south direction from Kathoti towards Ambali and Khatu
Kalan. Lateral extension of the ridge varies between 150 m and 300 m. The
ridges have rounded summits with 5~ ~ slope.
Fluvial and aeolian processes have modified the original gravel sheet into two
distinct ridges separated by a valley flat. Individual ridge also has undulating and
roiling topography due to modern fluvial activity. From a distance, however,
these discrete ridges still give the appearance of a continuous hill (figure 4).
Thin (1 m) gravd-spreads occurring near Jayal, Khinyala, Pidiyaro, Rol, etc.,
represent remnants of aggradations along prior braided channels.
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Figure 3. Location of palaeolithic sites and gravel ridges in Jayai area.

4.1.

Nature of quaternary formations

Since a large part of the area is covered by surttcial formations such as aeolian sand
and alluvium, exposures of hard rocks are rare. The rocks in the area belong to
pre-Aravatli, Delhi, post-Delhi and Marwar (Trans-Aravalli-Vindhyan) groups.
The occurrence of sandstone and bentonite of the Eocene age, about 40 km due
north of Nagaur, indicates that the region emerged out of the sea in the postEocene times. Geological history between the late tertiary and the early quaternary is almost unknown.
We made detailed studies of the gravel ridge between Kathoti and Chhajoli and
of remnant patches of gravel/spreads at Jayal, Rol and Khinyala (figure 3). Three
well cuttings between Jayal and the gravel ridge, the lime quarries and the sections
exposed in water tanks at Jayal and Chhajoli and Chhajoli trench III were also
examined. We also surveyed the surficial formations around Kathoti and
Didwana. Based on field observations we have reconstructed the following
relative stratigraphy of the quaternary formations (from top to bottom).

4.2.

Description of various rock units

Unit I covers a large area and is well exposed in various modern cuttings to a depth
of 4 to 5 m below the present fiat s~rface. Yellowish to brownish sands, silts and
clays represent low energy fluvial environment. Presence of difft,.sed carbonate
and of gravel (size < 2 mm ; soft amorphous carbonate nodules) almost throughout
the mass of these deposits suggest that these deposits are product of exposure to
semi-add high evaporating and moisture deficient environment. The presence
P.(A)--6
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Rock unit

Geomorphic context

Archaeological association

I

Yellowish to reddish brown
silts and sands

Overbank, near channel
fluvial environment

II

Grades to gypseous greyish
clays, calcareous clays
and silty sands

III

Sharp contact to reddish
brown well sorted sands

Stabilised dunes of
aeolian origin

Microliths on the surface of
dunes

IV

Sharp contact to moderately
calm'eted sands, silts and
eobbly pebbly gravels

Ephemeral channel
environment

Redeposited lower palaeolithic artifacts

V

Sharp contact to strongly
calcreted bouldery, cobbly
gravel

Braided channel environment

Superficial association of
lower palaeolithic artifacts

Semi-lacustral environment

of a few middle palaeolithic artifacts in these deposits point to a post-middle
palaeolithic affiliation. These formations conformably grade into playa sediments.
Frosen~o of gypseous greyish clays (Unit II) to a depth of I. 5 m near Dadimatimata and Got-Mangled villages, I0 k m west of Jayal, and of grey to dark grey
clays to a depth of 4.5 m in the salt lake of Didwana indicates that these playa
environments were c o m m o n during sub-re~ent times. A single 14C date (2,970 -~
65 B.P.) of a sample occurring at a depth of I.20 m at Didwana confirms their
dating to the latest phase of the quaternary (Singh et al 1972). The occurrence
of & bla~k laminated day down to a depth of 4" 5 m at Didwana possibly suggests
a pro-hole9
age for these playas. 14C dating of more samples from Didwana.
is in progress, T h e m fluvial-cum-laeustral deposits occur in disconformable rela'
tionship with reddish brown dunes (unit Ill) of longitudinal and obstruction types
which are well d~v9
around Didwana, Khatu, Makrana, etc. They are stabi]ised and woU-lcach9
A n iUuvial carbonate horizon at a depth of about 3 m
below the surfsc~ was observed in the cuttings made for the Railways at Didwana.
A small number of microliths of chert and chalcedony were collected from the
surface of the stabiliseA dune along the northern shore of Didwana salt lake.
Th9
aeolian sands are found to be resting disconformably on moderately
calcreted fluvial sands and gravels in Unchayra well section, 9 k m south of Jayal.
This well section and another at Dharana 5 k m south-west of Jayal revealed the
presence of moderately calcrotod cobbly-pebbly gravel at a depth of 8 to I0 m
below the surface. W e discovered a number of lower palaeolithic tools from this
gravel (figure5). it istherefore certain that fluvialsediments occurring to a depth
of I0 m below the surface are certainly not older than the lower palaeolithic tools.
The fluvial deposits yielding palaeolithic tools are found to rest unconformably
on a massive crystalline calcareous cement varying in thickness from 2 to I0 m.
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Figure 4. A close view (foreground) of the gravel ridge near Jayal. The undulating
horizon, in the background, is formed by these gravel ridges,
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Figure 5. Lower palaeolithic tools from Jayal. 1-2,
4, chopping tool; 5, knife; and 6, denticulate.

handaxes ; 3, chopper;
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The deposit is pinkish in colour and alapears to have originated through non-pedological processes in which probably the groundwater enrichment of carbonates
had taken place. The presence of pre-eambrian limestones in this area had enhanced the process of calcareous cementation. The calcareous cement occurs
extensively in the area and forms a protective landform unit at a level slightly
higher than the present fluvio-aeolian plain. This deposit is used for extracting
lime around Jayal. This cement not only separates the tool-bearing fluvial
gravels from the non-tool-bearing buried fluvial gravels but also the exposed part
of the gravel ridge from its buried counterpart.
The bouldery-cobbly gravel (Unit IV) is the most conspicuous and interesting
surtteial formation occurring in this area. On the basis of the data obtained from
the two wells and from the field examination of the exposed gravel ridge it appears
that the total thickness of the gravel formation is about 60 m, out of which 20 m
is exposed in the form of a gravel ridge.
The gravel is composed of rounded to subrounded boulders (maximum size
--, 45 cm diameter) and cobbles laid down in a matrix of yellowish brown silty
sand and cementect by calcium carbonate. The rock types are quartzites, veinquartz and quartzitic sandstone as also gneisses and schists. The gravel is poorly
sorted, ungraded, unimbricated and unstratified (figure 6). Lenticular patches of
silty sands, pebbly sands and clayey sirs are common. Carbonate coating on
pebbles is common and the carbonate concretions are soft, nodular and amorphous. Pebble-to-pebble contact is moderate. The rounding of the larger cobbles
is in sharp contrast to the poor rounding of pebble and sand grade material. Split
pebbles, particularly in schistose varieties, and crescentic percussion marks on the
surfaces of quartzite cobbles are common. Briefly the gravel formation can be
classified as a petromict conglomerate.

4.3.

Origin of the gravel

Good rounding of cobbles, presence of lenticular patches of sands and silts, distinct crescentic marks on quartzite cobbles and the presence of calcareous cement
throughout the thickness of about 60 m suggest that the gravel is a product of
fluvial processes operating in a semi-arid landscape with relief higher than that
of today's. Oar preliminary examination of the area shows that these rocks have
probably been brought by streams originating on the western slopes of the AravaUi
range. Local tributary contributions are suggested by the presence of gneiss,
schist and quartzitic sandstone.
The gravel seems to have been deposited by braided bed load streams carrying
occasional high floods during monsoons. These types of fluvial processes are
characteristic of a semi-arid climate. This argument gets supported by the pressence of calcareous cement in the gravel.

5. Chronology, palaeoenvironment and archaeological significance of the gravel
The gravel ridge is completely a misfit in the present geographic setting. It is
separated from the main Aravalli range by a straight distance of 70 km. As there
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are no thoro'agh drainage lines (like in the Luni valley) it raises a number of questions regarding its age and origin. Similar types of gravel-spreads have been reported near Bap, Jaisalmer, and Bikaner. Such gravel bess, occurring as anomalous fossil features, have puzzled many scientists. Mukhopadhyay and Ghosh
(1976) interpreted the boulder beds around bap as a product of Pleistocene glaciations. Oa the other hand Allchin et al (1978), took such gravel spreads as a produet of strong fluvial activity during the late pleistocene. These investigators
neither produced any viable chronology nor established firm stratigraphic correlation with stone age tools. Climatogenic considerations do not allow us to accept
that the bap boulder beds are of glacial origin of the pleistocene age (Agrawal
et al 1977). On the other hand, our detailed studies around Jayal have shown
that the gravel formation is of fluvial origin.
5.1.

Probable age and environment of deposition

The occurrenze of lower palaeolithic tools only on the surface (upto 40 cm) of the
gravel ridge proves that the gravel was formed in the pre-lower palaeolithic times.
As there is no suitable material for radiometric and palaeontological dating, the
problem of chronology of the gravel aggradation can be founded only on the
geological and geomorphological history of the region.
After the eocene this region has Been subjected to erosional processes operating
under the influence of tectonic forces and climatic changes. The Himalayan
Orogeny profoundly affected this region, which forms a part and parcel of the
Indo-Gangetic morphological unit. Recent geophysical and bore-hole subsurface studies show that the Indo-Gangetic plain had a dissected rocky topography of considerable relief (of the order of a few hundred metres) during the
late tertiary and early quaternary (Pascoe 1964; Biswas et al 1971). The western
l~jastllan, particularly the area lying between the Aravalli ranges and the Indus,
had a good relief during the early quaternary period. During this period, the
climate in the Indian sub-continent was more humid than that of today. This is
indicated by the presence of laterites in the present semi-arid parts of the Deccan
Peninsula and by the richness of mammalian fauna in the Tatrot and Pinjor formations of the sub-Himalayas. As western Rajasthan falls in the weaker zone of the
Indian monsoons it is logical to expect only marginal rise in rainfall during the
early quaternary. If this formation were millions of years old, it would have been
strongly calcreted in the presence of local limestone outcrops occurring in the
area. As the gravel formation (particularly the exposed part) contains only
amorphous nodular calcrete, it is reasonable to assign it a younger age, possibly
early quaternary.
The gravel formation therefore represents a palace-braided drainage of western
Rajasthan of early quaternary age. Though the climate was probably semi-arid
(as suggested by calcareous cements associated with the gravel), the monsoonal
precipitation was probably more and frequent than that of today. Such precipirational regime provided high seasonal discharge in shallow streams which transported boulders and cobhles intermittently. Owing to the absence of palacebotanical evidences in the gravel it is difficult to infer the character of the ambient
lozal vegetation. As the streams were seasonally transporting considerable bed-
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Figure 6. A close view of the gravel ridge in section of Trench III near Jayal.
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load, it is probable that the area had only a partial vegetation cover, providing only
partial prote:tion to soil and regolith from the agents of denudation.
Oar preliminary petrological examination of various litho-components of the
gravel suggests the source of these rocks was from the main Aravallis or from the
offshoot ranges extending into western Rajasthan. We have not been able to
reconstruct a complete picture of the palaeochannel system due to lack of borehole dater in the piedmont ptain of the Aravalli range. The gravel formation
around Jayal certainly served as one of the richest sources of raw material for
early man.
6.

Discussion

During the early quaternary, the Great Indian Desert was certainly well watered
and probably had an integrated drainage system. The fossil calcreted cobble
gravels o~curring as a misRt relict landform unit in an otherwise featureless fluvioaeolian flat country, the calcreted nature of various surficial formations and the
interlayering of fluvial, semi-lacustral and aeolian deposit show that the climate
of western R~jasthan was dominan*ly semi-arid almost throughout the late tertiary
and the quaterrtary. It is only during the terminal pleistocene the climate became
distinctly arid in major part of the region. In the absence of precise chronology
of various geomorphic features, it is not possible to evaluate the amplitude of
climatic changes in a time-frame.
Like sub-Sahara, the Great Indian Desert was occupied by early man since the
lower palaeolithic times. The ozcupational site on the surface of a fossil gravel
ridge is probably one of the richest lower palaeolithic sites so far discovered in the
deserts of the world. Considering the area covered by the ridge and the density
of artifacts on the ridge, it appears that the ridge was occupied by a large population for a cor~siderable time. This will imply very different ecological setting than
that of today. It would mean adequate water over a large part of the year and
sufficient vegetational cover and animal life.
The cultural material on the surface of the gravel ridge represents the result of
human activity both during the acheulian and the post-aeheulian times. As we
did not tind any evidence of the mesolithic culture on the ridge, it appears that
early man abandoned this area sometimes during the holocene or even earlier.
This may indicate that the climate became drier in the early holocene period which
is also confirmed by Singh's pollen diagrams. The later mesolithic sites are confined to the low flood plains of ephemeral streams and to the stabilised surfaces
of dunes surrounding the saline depressions or playas.
7.

Conclusions

The evidence for climatic change, during the whole of the quaternary and even
before this period, is becoming clear though the available data do not allow us to
quantify the degree of climatic chaxtge. Taking stock of the earlier work of Ghose,
AUehin et al (1978), Singh et al (1974) and of other workers (in Agrawal and
Pande 1977), and of our findings, a picture seems to emerge. From the earlyquaternary upto the middle palaeolithic times there was a greater amount of rainfall available which gave rise to an integrated drainage system both on the Luni
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a n d a r o u n d Jayal. T h a t the early m a n continued to occupy the b a n k s of these
relict rivers around Jayal u p t o the middle palaeolithic period is evident f r o m his
artifacts and this means t h a t water, vegetation a n d game were available to him in
this area. But during the terminal pleistocene or early holocene these b a n k s were
deserted probably indicating deterioration of the climate. Singh's pollen diagrams
also indicate an arid phase a r o u n d that time. T h e stabilisation o f the dunes (indicating less aridity) in the m i d - h o l o c e n e times is again confirmed by 14C dates o f
calerete crusts o f these dunes a n d Singh's pollen zones. Our data do not indicate
any period of intense humidity which could give rise to rotlhem type o f soils. To
us it appears t h a t the oscillations have been between arid and semi-arid phases
rather t h a n between semi-arid a n d humid phases.
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